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Black Desert Internet adds Maehwa and Musa Awakening today with a story of every awakening. Greetings of adventurers, waiting is over, check out the battle trailer for Musa and Maehwa below with their glorious awakening weapons! Here is the prowess of Musa wielding his Crescent Blade and Maehwa rhythmic,
magnificent moves in sync with her Kerispear. We would like to share the stories behind their Awakening with you if you want to know more to continue reading. Awakened Musa becomes a fighting god In a modest village in the Far East was born a boy, and his birth was declared a majestic roar of a tiger at dawn. The
villagers took it as a good sign, joyfully expecting that the boy one day will do something great for the city. The boy grew up quickly, with the expectations of the villagers and the death of his father forming his height he soon developed a gift for martial arts. His specialty was quickly using a blade to detect the enemy's
weakness and crush him in an instant. The highlight of any day for the boy was to hear that the martial arts master arrived in the city only so that he could challenge the master. Over the years, the boy did not lose a single fight, which brought him an excellent reputation, but put in him a seed of arrogance. His only dream
was to join The Western Borders, a guild of the best martial arts, open only to the winner of the kingdom's ten-year Great Tournament held in the capital. Neither the villagers nor the young man doubted that he would out-shine everyone else in the next grand tournament. The year of another Big Tournament has come;
everyone in the kingdom was ready to enjoy the feast and greet the new Fighting God. As everyone expected, the young man reached the final round, but he was not the star of the show. The focus was on the old master, who carefree defeated other masters from all over the continent with his giant crescent blade.
When the final round began, the whole continent watched the boys and the duel of the old master. After a heated offensive and defensive battle, the young man for the first time instinctively felt his impending defeat. He struck a desperate final blow, not expecting much expectation, and something unexpected happened.
The old man began vomiting blood, and the young man did not miss that weak moment. The young man claimed the new title of Battle God after winning the Grand Tournament, and finally joined the Western Frontiers. He had just achieved his childhood dream, but he didn't feel as if he deserved it, instead he felt rage.
The applause of the spectators was supposed to be exclusive to him, but they all went to the old master who tried his best to the very end. For a man like a young man who thought there was no one above him, it was unbearable. Blaming the old master, the young man went in search of him. The old man lived in a cave
deep in the mountain. After finding Young man man old master again. This time the fight was quite different, and the young man could not defeat the old master. Despite the defeat, the young man did not give up and repeatedly challenged the old owner as soon as he finished to recover. After each duel, the old master
looks back at the young man and says, Walking the path of martial arts means following the path of endless innovation. Let everything flow naturally, and your destiny will one day reach the ultimate will... It took the young man thirteen hundred and eight days to finally defeat the old master. Once an arrogant young man
found humility and felt in the joyful experience of victory. Countless days when he challenges this old master have had the opportunity to reflect on their ways and repent. The victorious young man expressed his admiration for the old master, bowing nine times in three steps, asking to be a disciple of the master. The old
man accordingly congratulated the young man and accepted his request. However, this newfound happiness does not last long. The old man's health quickly diminished, and the young man eventually had to bury the old owner. It was a very difficult time for a young man who spent so much of his time with the master and
is now all alone. It was then that the young man found a letter called Fighting God Secrets and his teacher will. The legendary Battle God Haim was allegedly killed during a power struggle. He was well known after he climbed to the highest rank of all western borders with no more than his single cross-country crescent.
In the will of the teacher explained that the master was his father, who disappeared because he gave birth to a young man. Remembering the good eyes of the old master, the young man could not control the stream of tears. After holding Haim's funeral, the young man returned to the Western Union to defeat his father's
old nemesis one by one, and he also managed to claim the Crescent Blade, his father's weapon, national treasure and the symbol of the top of the Western Frontiers, which he dedicated to his father on his grave. At the same time, he promised never to open a secret letter until he understood the teachings of his late
father. After ascending the hierarchy of The Western Frontiers, he continued politics, like his father, he was his father's son after all. The cunning and cunning of the political world put his life at risk over and over again. Many times he barely survived until he boarded a ship bound for the West with the secret of the Battle
God and the blade with him. After another close brush with death, the young man decided to forget everything and focus on his way of martial arts. No one could surpass his skills in the kingdom, so he knew he would have to find stronger opponents. He somehow had the feeling that at the end of his journey, when he
reached Haim's inner secret and his own enlightenment, he would become a true Fighting God. Mahva Blue Crescent flame in The city of the distant Eastern Kingdom was a notorious little girl, she was well known for her mischievous ways. One day an army officer noticed her talent in battle and decided to adopt her.
Thanks to strict training and education in her new home, the girl grew up to be an elegant young lady, as if she were born into this family from the beginning. Only one thing stuck with her as she went from the proverbial little girl to the elegant young lady, her only dream was to join the Order of apricot. Apricot was the
name of a beautiful valley full of apricot flowers in winter, and it was also the name of the Order of Young Martial Arts Masters. The Order of apricot motivated members to largely hope to climb the social ladder and hone their own skills. The girl started training in order a year after she decided to join him. The girl never
wavered from her work, once she joined the Order, she was full of great warriors from all walks of life and she was determined to be one of them. A year later, she graduated from an apprenticeship, and the following year she was elected Mahva, the leader of women warriors. While she was elated by her own success,
the old woman visited and told the girl incredible things: She told her that a cold but beautiful flame, called the Crescent Petal, lives on the tip of a spear owned by an enlightened warrior, and that there is no enemy you cannot defeat if you are with the petal of the Crescent. This was considered a legend, as no one could
reach this state, since Bihwasun founded the Order, but only the chief of the order can fully understand and investigate the existence of such a mystery. A dreamy story made the girl's heart race, she was thrilled to have a new goal. It has been three years since she joined the Order of Apricot, and the continent has once
again been engulfed in war. After a brutal war and a competition of peers, the girl lost such pure values as creativity and friendship, which she had in the beginning. She was assimilated into a culture of glory order, only seeking methods and fame without any respect for life. She'll do anything for her career. As she
climbed up the hierarchy, the sacrifice of colleagues and subordinates was taken for granted, and the same went to civilian casualties. With each victory there was huge damage. As she returned triumphantly, she went straight back to the apricot valley without even thinking for a second about visiting her step-parents,
who genuinely picked up and cared for her. Her mind was devastated by the war and there was no room for such emotion, she could only look forward to her promotion at the time. A month after the end of the war, the girl finally became the head of the order. She was the youngest and first female leader in the history of
the Order. As soon as the ceremony was completed, she went into the deepest cave in to check the secret of the order. In the cave were an old spear and a secret note. Having checked the story of the old woman as the truth, the joyful girl wasted no time to start learning secrets. After a year of training on the girl's spear



so far there was no sign of flames. News of her stepfather's death found her way the following year, but she didn't care just by focusing on the secret of the Crescent Petal. Her martial arts just didn't progress at all, and that was when she started having nightmares. Every night she had to confront her sacrificed
colleagues, subordinates, innocent civilians and contenders from her time in the war. Five years have passed since the girl opened the secret note, now a brilliant and confident girl has left, and on the throne of the leader sat a worn and exhausted woman. Countless hours of training did nothing to help the flames. She
was still suffering from nightmares. Eventually, she decided to start over, and went back to the cave where she found a secret note. The old woman, who told the story of the Crescent Petal, was waiting for the girl. As soon as she noticed the girl, the old woman threw herself with a spear. Struck, the girl answered with a
spear. When the tips of both copies touched, a blue flame appeared from the old woman's spear. It was the Petal Crescent, the girl's ultimate dream. Every step of the old woman scolded the girl for her stubbornness and obsession. Faced with the look of her dreams, the girl reacted to the attack of the old woman, trying
her best to defeat her. After a while, silence fell between them, and the old woman introduced herself to Bihwasun, the founder of the Order of Apricot. Bihwasun told the girl to constantly empty and fill with new art, just as the water flows never stops. The conversation did not last long, and the endless crime and defense
continued through the night. At dawn after the lunar seeding, the winner was determined. It was the first loss of a girl like she had never had in her life. She didn't even have the energy to give her finger, but she felt reborn. She felt she could understand at least what Bihwasun meant. The girl resigned as leader the next
day and left the valley with minimal baggage. She had no idea where or when the journey would end. All she needed was the teachings of Bihwasun in her heart. Never stop emptying and filling yourself with new art. The Crescent petal will answer your call when your shell breaks. Musa Awakening Skills Musa
Awakening skills focus on heavy slashes and punches. While fast moves to confuse and disorient enemies, just as it always does, new skills will bring heavy weight to your fighting routine. Below are some of the outstanding skills of Awakening: Cork Crusher Magnificent areal craftsmanship. Musa fully charges his
Crescent Blade with his energy and hits the ground. Targets will fall to the ground significantly Additional attack is also available. The Musa projection realizes the energy of the Crescent Blade and projectes it forward, instantly pushing the target. Under the belt Musa swings Crescent Blade. Slightly moving forward, it
heads towards the lower body of the target. The target will drop and an additional attack is available. One step back Musa jumps backwards and swings crescent Blade forward. This reduces Musa's damage when attacking the target. The spirit of Musa Musa instantly exudes powerful energy to stun the targets around
him. This skill can be performed instantly and it makes a lovely bridge in a combo. Maehwa Awakening Skills Maehwa specializes in deadly stabbing attacks when the target is caught off guard. With the new Kerispear, you can attack several targets within reach with a single strike. You can still take full advantage of
Mahva's fast movement, experiencing much heavier and more powerful attacks with Kerispear. Below are some of The Outstanding Skills of Awakening: Royal Rage This skill can be activated during the Full Moon Wall. Mahva will use the movement and force of the enemy to carry out counterattacks. The Maehwa petal
drill moves forward quickly and delivers a powerful blow. Sticky snowflake collects frosty energy to shoot snowflakes forward, slowing down targets both in attack and in motion. Ice pillars load Kerispear's energy into icy waves and throw it at the target. Petal Bloom collect Kerispear's energy and hit the target in front of
you to inflict a lot of flow damage: The Stab Swiftly Cloud and powerfully strike with Kerispear to attack the airborne target. Awakening quest awakening quests for Musa and Maehwa begin by revisiting their past after memory loss. Their forgotten past begins to resurface when they talk to Chief Igor Bartali, a well-traveled
man, and their awakening knowledge begins. There are seven basic quests that include 3 test quests. Get the secret by completing all quests to unlock your weapons of awakening and skills. I hope you all enjoy the long-awaited awakening. Black Desert Online Team Team bdo musa awakening quest guide
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